Zero Shariah Audit / Board Meeting and
Announcements on Illegally Altered Images being Circulated
Toronto, December 29, 2020 - The Shariah Supervisory Board (SSB) of Zero Mortgage held our
annual Shariah Audit and board meeting on Sunday December 27th 2020. This was attended by
members of our SSB Mufti Zubair Usmani, Mufti Ismail Desai, Mufti Muhammad Ibn Adam and
Dr. Aznan Hassan and by Canadian Zero Scholars: Sh Nabil Khan and Sh Habeeb Alli with Zero
Management.
Zero Scholars Sh Nabil Khan and Sh Habeeb Alli state that, “Our respected Mufti Taqi Usmani
released an audio in which he correctly stated that he is not part of any SSB in Canada. We here
at Zero have never claimed that Mufti Taqi is associated with Zero. Mufti Taqi in his audio did
not mention Zero and rightfully so, but we understand people have been sending illegally
edited images with Zero name which is totally incorrect and misleading. Along with the audio
an unverified anonymous text question that we do not know who the author is or if it’s connected
to the audio which is circulating. In some cases an image from a video was illegally edited with a
red arrow that points Mufti Taqi’s picture to the word “Zero”. The original image is from a 1
minute Zero video.
Zero has never stated or claimed that Mufti Taqi is a part of Zero Mortgage and the text of the
image reflects this fact. People who in the past have called Mufti Taqi regarding Zero Mortgage,
Mufti Taqi refers them to Mufti Zubair Usmani who is part of Zero SSB. In discussions with Mufti
Zubair Usmani today at Darul Uloom Karachi he confirms that at no time Zero stated any
involvement with Mufti Taqi and the video in question clearly lists Zero SSB. People are taking
an illegally altered image that is clearly spreading false information that Zero Mortgage has Mufti
Taqi’s approval when the image text clearly does not state this. This illegal altered image and
unverified anonymous text should not be shared.”
Should you have further question, please do not hesitate to communicate the following to:
Abdulhaq Ingar, Vice President Community Relations 416 230 5229 info@zeromortgage.ca
Sh Habeeb Alli (Ontario), Zero Shariah Scholar
Sh. Nabil Khan (BC), Zero Shariah Scholar
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